DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL MK/DLF CITY GURGRAM
ACTIVITY SCHEDULE FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL – AUGUST 2018
CLASS- NURSERY – II
WELCOME WEEK
5th APRIL to 13th APRIL’18

 Introduction of class teachers, activity teachers and support staff.
 New entrants of Nursery were introduced to their respective clubs






FESTIVAL – BAISAKHI
13th APRIL’18

EARTH WEEK
16th to 20th APRIL’18











LAUGHTER WEEK
22th APRILTO 27th APRIL’18




RED COLOUR DAY
26th APRIL’18
CLASS - NURSERY






‘Butterfly’ and ‘Ladybird’.
Teachers greeted the tiny tots with a warm hug and gave them
‘Welcome’ cards.
Hand impression activity was done by Nursery and Prep students.
Dance activity was conducted in their respective classrooms which
brought a sense of pleasure, harmony and happiness in the environment.
Nursery, Prep and I students were taken for a school visit where they
visited different areas of the school- Reception, Admin block, Dance
room, Clinic, Computer room and the Vice Principal’s office.
A formal Welcome Assembly was conducted for the new entrants where
the Vice Principal welcomed the tiny tots. She created a lively
environment by dancing on a few popular action songs along with the
children.
Teachers imparted the message of love and harmony. They showed a
power-point presentation to the students on the rich cultural heritage of
India. They also shared the contribution of farmers and their
perseverance behind each meal we have.
Colouring activity was conducted in the class.
Students showed great zeal and enthusiasm dancing on ‘Dhol’ beats.
Students were taken for a Nature Walk to explore the bounties of nature.
Class I students recited songs on Mother Earth to create momentum for
the Earth Day celebration.
Slogan and banner making activity was conducted wherein the students
of Class II made beautiful and creative banners showcasing the
sensitivity towards environment. The banners left the guests, Principal
and the Vice Principal spellbound.
Badges of ‘Happy Earth Day’ were made by Class Nursery and Prep
children. Students of Class Nursery did cotton dabbing and Class Prep
did colouring to enhance the creativity of the badges.
Children visited the Herb Garden created by the students of senior
classes.
Laughter therapy was introduced to familiarize the children about the
importance of a smile which brings positivity and enhances the health of
a person.
‘Laugh out Loud’ exercises were performed in the open and beautiful
gardens of DPS DLF CITY.
Tiny tots of Nursery celebrated the Red Colour Day.
They made strawberries with paper crumpling activity.
Students brought Red Colour fruits like water melon, pomegranate,
cherries in their lunch boxes.
Colouring activity and the rhyme of red colour was done.

SHOW AND TELL
COMPETITION
2nd MAY’18
CLASS – NURSERY
MOTHER’S DAY CRAFT
ACTIVITY
4th MAY’18
CLASS – NUR to II
MOTHER’S DAY ASSEMBLY
BY
CLASS – I
10th MAY’18

 Show and Tell activity on the topic, ‘My Favourite Toy’ was conducted

MOVIE SHOW-FUN DAY
11th MAY’18
CLASS – NUR-II



Class assembly by II-A
6th July’18
Welcome back to school



in class Nursery. They brought fascinating toys and spoke about them.
Students participated with great fervour and were full of excitement and
energy while showing their toys.
 Mother’s love is unconditional. To celebrate this day, students
participated in a Card Making Activity. Children enthusiastically made
beautiful cards and took them home as a surprise to their mothers.

 The students presented a special assembly on Mother’s Day. It was




Watermelon Day
11 July’18
Class: Nursery and Prep







Mango Day
11 July’18
Class: I and II




focused on mother’s contribution in exhibiting her unconditional love.
Honouring her being in this world as a special gift from God was the
highlight of the assembly. Each child performed with confidence and
conveyed the message effectively. It was amazing to see how beautifully
the young pupils danced on the song ‘Meri Maa’.
Baby's Day Out was organised for the children of Classes Nursery to II.
They proceeded to PVR Cinemas to witness the movie -‘Peter
Rabbit’.They thoroughly enjoyed the movie and relished the Popcorn
and Frooti.
Welcome back to school! After a refreshing and rejuvenating summer
break the session kicked off with a bang.
Giving it an auspicious beginning the Vice Principal read out the prayer.
The students sang a melodious prayer which was followed by a
contemplative “Thought of the Day”. Setting a new trend of vocabulary,
students shared two vocabulary words and everybody spelt them out loud
to memorize them. Few interesting facts about summer were also shared
by the students. The students also expressed their feelings about how they
missed their school during holidays with a simple and touching poem
“DPS Mera nanha Jahan”. While expressing their feeling about their
school, they also showed their concern about environment, with the help
of few beautiful lines.. “Summer is on its high and water is about to die”.
The Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik appreciated the efforts put in by the
students and the class teacher in making the class assembly a great
success.
Watermelon Day for classes Nursery and Prep was organized in the
school premises. The event was held to promote consumption of the
summer fruit as well as to educate the children on the ill-effects of junk
foods or aerated drinks.
Juicy watermelons were cut into slices and offered to the children, who
devoured them enthusiastically.
Interesting craft activities were organized as it was a fun filled day for the
children. Children wore handmade watermelon caps which brought spark
on their faces. Musical rhymes added the excitement and energy in the
tiny tots.
Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik and the Primary Wing Incharge, Ms.Simi
Anand participated with joy and danced with children.
Mango Day was celebrated by classes I and II.
Students brought different food items made of mango in their lunch
boxes. Class I made mango puppets .Students coloured the cutouts of
mango and pasted ice cream sticks. Each student presented their puppets
and spoke few lines on it.

 Class II made mango crown. Students coloured and decorated the cut
outs of mango and pasted on the strip. Each student wore their crowns
and spoke few lines on it.
 Teachers explained the benefits of mango.
 Overall the day for the classes Nursery to II was full of fun filled
activities.
Rain Dance
13th July’18
Class: Nur-II

 To get some respite from the sweltering heat, a rain dance was organized

Little Chef’s Cooking Without
Fire
18thJuly’18
Class- Nur-II




Class assembly by II-C
20th July’18
Founder’s Day







Holiday homework exhibition
21st July’18
Class: Nursery – II



Science week



for the Infant Wing. The little ones came with enthusiasm wearing muticoloured swimming costumes and caps. When the water sprinklers were
turned on, the children were thrilled to the core. They got drenched and
danced merrily to the music, with their friends. Vice Principal Ms Ritu
Malik and the Primary Wing Incharge, Ms.Simi Anand joined in the
revelry and cheered them on. The children were taught how to brace up
the summer ahead. The day came to a close with a smile on everyone’s
face.
The budding chefs enjoyed the cooking without fire activity. They
prepared various mouth watering and attractive dishes wearing the chef
caps and aprons. The students under the guidance of their class teachers
showed their culinary skills and prepared aloo chaat, sprout salad,
different types of sandwiches. The promising chefs kept the taste,
hygiene and the nutritional value.
The Primary Wing Incharge, Ms.Simi Anand tasted and appreciated the
little DPS Chefs.
24th July is “a red letter day “ in the history of DPS Maruti Kunj . Class
II – C conducted a special assembly on 20 July 2018 paying a tribute to
the schools founding spirits and a celebration of 23 glorious years of
imparting education.
The assembly began with the school prayer followed by thought for the
day. The students of the class talked about the motto and mission of the
school which emphasized that the school is committed to providing a
comprehensive education which seeks to develop the students into
academically proficient, morally upright and socially well integrated
leaders of tomorrow. Some of the students recited a poem on ‘My
School’ in Hindi appreciating the efforts of teachers and heads in finding
and nurturing the hidden talents and helping them to grow into a
confident human being. The assembly ended with the children dancing
and enjoying The Founder’s Day Celebration.
The Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik appreciated the efforts of the students.
She concluded the assembly by sharing her experiences in the journey of
the school as she is one of the founder members of the school. The
assembly concluded with a melodious rendition of the National Anthem.
Summer vacation is the time of the students to learn new things and
spend some quality time with their parents. To make their vacations more
exciting teachers gave them some creative holiday homework. With the
help of their parents they did it in a very presentable manner. To
appreciate their hard work and to motivate them, Holiday Homework was
displayed in the form of an exhibition. Parents came and appreciated the
efforts made by the children.
Science activities were organized to enthuse students and stimulate them

23rd July – 24th July’18
Class: Nur-II


Class assembly by Nursery- B
27th July’18
Monsoon







Regional dance competition
30th July 2018
Class: I and II






Independence Day celebrations
14th August 2018
Classes: Nursery to II



the understanding of how science impacts their future and daily lives.
Class Nursery had its own share of participation. They were shown
experiments on the theme ‘water’ like absorb, dissolve, magic of colours,
forming of clouds. They explored the beautiful nature. Class Pep students
were made aware of all the five senses through different hand on
activities. Students of Class I and II learnt about air, transport, soluble,
insoluble etc through experiments and activities. They went for the
plantation drive as well.
The week culminated with the thought that science is a beautiful gift to
humanity and hence we should not distort it. It was a week of fun based
learning experience.
“The first drops of rain always bring a smile on our faces.”
‘Monsoon’ the beautiful season of the year is a gift of God to mankind. It
revives our souls and fills the surrounding with the beauty of fresh
greenery. To acknowledge this blessed Gift of God students of Nursery-B
conducted a special assembly with the theme ‘monsoon mania’.
The assembly commenced with the school prayer and a beautiful thought
of the day. Students shared vital information about the season by using
flash cards. To add more spark students recited mesmerizing English and
Hindi rhymes with props. The assembly concluded with a foot tapping
dance “Ghode jaisi chaal”. They expressed the happiness of people when
the sky is filled with dark clouds.
Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik boosted the confidence of the students and
complimented for the spectacular performance.
“Dance is the hidden language of the soul”
The children dressed up in colourful costumes swayed gracefully to the
beats of folk music. The vivacious dances enthralled the audience with
their expressions and energetic performances.
The children were judged upon the basic parameters like costume,
expression, confidence and the choice of song.
Through dance, the children explored their ability of their hidden talent.
Spectacular dance performances were shown by the young ones.
The school celebrated India's 72nd year of Independence with great
zeal and patriotic fervour. To commemorate the sovereignty of our
nation, , Principal, Mr Akhilesh Chandra Chaturvedi unfurled the
tricolour flag and all in unison sang the National Anthem which echoed
in the entire campus.Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik, Primary wing
Incharge, Ms Simi Anand and all the teachers appreciated the efforts
made by the tiny tots.
The tiny tots of Nursery class performed beautifully on the song ‘Nanha
munna rahi hu.’Class Prep recited a melodious song ‘I am an Indian’.
Class I presented a dance on the beautiful medley of patriotic songs.
Class II showcased the iconic moments to pay the tribute to the freedom
fighters by presenting a beautiful skit. The students of all the other
classes also sang the patriotic songs, and presented many other cultural
programmes and created an atmosphere of national pride.
The Principal counselled the students regarding the duties to make our
nation great. This day reminds us every year that freedom is sacred and
citizens must do everything to ensure that it shall not be threatened.
Different activities were performed by the Infant Wing like making of
flags, balloons, national symbols, flowers, tri colour kites etc. The

Kitchen Science
17th August’18
Class: Nur – II



Rakhi making activity
24th August’18
Class: Nur – II



Bond of Love- Rakshabandhan
24th August’18
Class assembly: I – A








Fancy dress competition
30thAugust 2018
Theme: I am an Indian
Class- Nur and Prep



Janmashtmi celebrations
31st August’ 2018
Class: Nur – II



Class assembly by I-C
31st August’ 2018
Theme: Janmashtmi



passageways were beautified by putting up the art work done by the
students.
It was a day of joy, a day to love and show respect for our country and
make it a better place for Indians to live and experience the freedom,
peace and unity in diversity.
The kitchen is a great place to explore science with young children. The
students loved experiencing the kitchen science experiments like
cleaning the coins with vinegar,lava burst activity and edible bubble
science experiment with apples.The entire activity was a classic
experience that gave our students a safe chance to experiment and
explore the fun and magic.
‘A bond of love and togetherness, a thread that binds our lives and
hearts forever.’
To honour the true spirit of brotherhood and to strengthen the bonds of
love and care, a Rakhi making activity was held. The students enjoyed
the activity as they showcased their creativity and imagination by making
Rakhis, which were the fusion of modern and traditional styles.
A love between a brother and a sister is one of the deepest and noblest
of human emotions.’
A special assembly by class I-A was presented on the occasion of
Rakshabandhan.
The assembly commenced with an intellectual thought for the day. The
chaste bond between brother and sister was elegantly demonstrated by
the young pupils, dressed in ethnic and traditional wear. Students also
presented some interesting facts on Raksha Bandhan. The essence of
Rakshabandhan was further conveyed by a beautiful poem. The assembly
drew to a close with a traditional dance presented with full zeal by the
students. Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik appreciated the students and
emphasized on strengthening the bonds not only between siblings but
between the citizens of society as a whole.
A fancy dress competition was organized in theschool for the classes
Nursery and Prep. Students were beautifully dressed up in costumes of
national leaders and freedom fighters. They presented themselves well.
They spoke few lines on the character that they depicted.
The purpose of conducting the competition was not only to blend
learning with fun but also to develop confidence in the little ones by
giving them an opportunity to get on the stage and speak confidently in
front of an audience. The students were judged upon the basic
parameters like costume, enactment and confidence.The judges Ms
Arpana Handa, Ms Raj Dahiya and the Primary wing Incharge Ms Simi
Anand praised the little ones for their efforts and wonderful costumes.
To mark the birthday of Lord Krishna, various activities were organised
in the School. Students of infant wing flaunted their talent through
activities like flute making, mukut making, pot decoration. All the
students enjoyed the story of “Birth of lord Krishna” played on the smart
board. The students celebrated the occasion by dancing on the beats of
Janmashtmi songs filling the air with joy and festive spirit.
‘Festivals are characterised by colour, gaiety, enthusiasm, prayers and
rituals.’ To mark the occasion of Janmashtmi, a special assembly was
presented by class I-C. Students were dressed up as Radhas and
Krishnas. The assembly commenced with the thought of the day and the
young pupils introduced two vocabulary words with the meanings-

Class assembly by Nursery A
7th September’ 2018
Theme: Teacher’s Day







Hindi calligraphy competition
12th September’ 2018
Class: I and II





Visit to a Religious place:
Gurudwara
13th September’ 2018
Class: Nur-II



Class assembly by II – B
14th September’ 2018
Theme: Hindi Diwas




’devotion’ and ‘celebration’. A melodious song “Krishna mera
superstar”was sung by the students to show their devotion towards Lord
Krishna. The enthralling dance presentation on the song ’Wo Krishna he’
was enjoyed and appreciated by all. The Primary Wing Incharge Ms Simi
Anand appreciated the efforts made by the students. She addressed the
students and emphasized on the teachings of Krishna and urged everyone
to imbibe them in our lives.
‘Teachers should be the best minds in the country.’ These are the words
of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, great Indian philosopher and statesman.
He was also the President of India. His birthday 5th September is
celebrated nationwide as Teacher's Day.
Teacher’s Day assembly by the Nursery tiny tots was presented with full
zeal and enthusiasm. The assembly commenced with a prayer followed
by quotes, poems, and skit by the students imitating their favourite
teachers. Students also stressed upon the significance of teachers in a
student’s life.
A foot tapping dance was presented on the song,” We thank you
teachers”. Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik appreciated the talents of the
tiny tots putting their best efforts in presenting the assembly in a beautiful
manner.
Assembly concluded with the National Anthem.
All the students of classes I and II participated will full zeal and
presented
their
creativity
through
the
competition.
The competition helped a lot in bringing out the hidden talent of the
students. The judging criteria was based on symmetry, speed and
neatness.
Hindi calligraphy competition was conducted in order to improve
presentation skills and to inculcate habit of good handwriting among the
students.
Happiness is the spiritual experience of living each moment with
gratitude and acknowledging the presence of all mighty God”
The purpose of the visit was to accustom the tiny tots to start with prayer
at an early age, seek blessings of the almighty and acquaint them with the
significance of the Holy places. The young pupils visited Gurudwara
Sahib with covered head. They joined their hands, closed the eyes and
bowed down with respect in front of Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. They all
knelt down to take the blessings of the God. They enjoyed listening to the
kirtan and ate Prashad after holy Ardaas performed by the Bhai jee.
Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik and Primary Wing Incharge, Ms Simi
Anand also joined the visit with great zeal and devotion.
Exuberance and gratitude radiated from the eyes of the tiny tots as they
thoroughly enjoyed the visit.
Hindi is not only our national language but our dream language as it is
not taught to us and comes naturally.
The assembly commenced with the prayer followed by thought for the
day. Children spoke confidently about the origin of Hindi language. They
stated that Hindi is the base of all religious sculptures. It aimed at making
the children realise the importance and beauty of the language and
relating themselves with it. Children stated the quotes of famous leaders
and personalities which were accepted worldwide. The students recited a
meaningful poem narrating the values and importance of our national

Grandparents Day
25th September’ 2018
Class: Nur-II



Class assembly by Prep C
5th October’ 2018
Theme: ‘Bapu’ The Great




Class Assembly by Class II
12th October’ 2018
Theme: Kindness



 Distribution of goodie bags to
the school support staff



language. The Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik appreciated the efforts of
the students. The assembly concluded with the melodious rendition of
the National Anthem.
‘Grandparents are someone with silver in their hair and gold in their
heart.' Grandparents hold a special place in everyone’s heart. Their bedtime stories form an integral part of a child’s growing years.
To honour the grandparents, DPS, Dlf City, Mk, celebrated the
Grandparents Day. The grandparents were welcomed by putting Tilak
and showering flower petals.
The program began with the lighting of the lamp by the Principal, Mr
Akhilesh Chandra Chaturvedi, Vice Principal Ms Ritu Malik and the
Primary Wing Incharge, Ms Simi Anand.
The Principal addressed the gathering and the event was followed by
scintillating performances by the tiny tots comprising songs, dances and
enactments for their beloved grandparents. Games and riddles especially
designed for the grandparents brought excitement and spark on their
faces. Grandparents who were the winners were motivated through gifts
which brought a twinkle to their eyes. Grandparents proudly expressed
their feeling of being grandmas or grandpas. They complimented the
efforts taken by staff members to ensure a good learning environment for
their grand children.
The School Staff also interacted on a one-to-one basis with the guests,
during the tea arranged for them.
As a token of love DPS DLF family presented a sapling to all the
grandparents.
The success of the event was evident through the happy and joyful smiles
of the grandparents.
“Learn as if you were to live forever”- Mahatma Gandhi
Gandhi Jayanti, birthday of Mahatma Gandhi is celebrated on 2nd
October.The assembly was presented by children of Prep C with full zeal
and enthusiasm. The assembly commenced with some informative quotes
on Gandhiji. Children confidently sang a prayer song, “Raghu Pati
Raghav” followed by a poem on our great freedom fighter. An action
song (Sabarmati Ke Sant) was presented by the students.
The Vice Principal, Ms. Ritu Malik appreciated the efforts put in the
students. The assembly concluded with the National Anthem.
''Kindness is the language which the dumb can speak, the deaf can hear
and the blind can see.'' - Mark Twain
Students of Class II presented a beautiful assembly on the topic
‘Kindness.’ The assembly comprised of an interesting skit that
showcased the talent of the children and effectively conveyed the
message that kindness is an act of compassion, love, concern and
sympathy. Being kind to others instills a positive feeling and makes this
world a better place to live. The skit was followed by a thought
provoking poem and some quotes. The Primary Wing Incharge, Ms Simi
Anand appreciated the children and the efforts put in by the teachers to
make children present a wonderful assembly.
With warm love, students of Infant wing showed their Kindness and
Sensitivity by contributing biscuits, juice, muffin, chips and enclosing
these items in goodie bags which were made by our tiny tots.
Various community helpers like gardener, house-maids, driver and
conductor were introduced to the students. It was done with the objective

Class assembly by Prep- B
16th October’ 2018
Theme: Dussehra





Garba dance activity
16th October’ 2018
Class: Nur-II



English calligraphy activity
22nd October’ 2018
Class: Prep, I and II




Diwali celebration
31st October’ 2018
Class: Nur – II






Class assembly–Children’s Day
2nd November’18
Class: I ‘D’



to make students realize about the importance of these staff members
who work hard to make them comfortable. The assembly concluded with
the students giving away the Goodie Bags to them.
A special assembly by Class Prep-B was conducted on the occasion of
Dussehra on 16th October 2018. Children were dressed up as Raja
Dusharat, Kaushalya, Sumitra , Kaikaye, Manthra, Ram, Laxman, Sita,
Hanuman ,Sugreev and the demon king Ravana.The assembly began with
Gayatri mantra and Hindi prayer. Children presented a short Ramleela,
where Sita was held captive by Ravana and she waits patiently for Lord
Ram to come to Lanka and rescue her.
‘It reminds people of the fact that truth always wins and motivates them
to follow the path of Dharma. The Vice Principal, Ms.Ritu Malik
appreciated the efforts of the students and emphasized that this day marks
not only the victory of Ram but also the victory of mankind. The
assembly was a learning experience about our rich Indian heritage and
culture.
Celebrating multifarious cultures and festivals symbolises the unity with
one and all, which our school takes pride in.
Infant Wing cherished the Raas Garba Celebration. The students came
dressed in traditional attire. All the children looked colourful and excited.
Children thoroughly enjoyed dancing to the tunes of folk numbers and
the icing on the cake was when the Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik and the
Primary Wing Incharge, Ms Simi Anand joined in the festivity and
played Garba with them. The songs were played for the students and they
swayed to the rhythm of the music along with their friends and teachers.
Their joy knew no bounds.
“Our handwriting style depicts our personality traits”.
English calligraphy competition was organised to improve presentation
skills and to inculcate habit of good handwriting among students. All the
students participated in the competition to enhance their best handwriting
skills. The assessment was done by a selected panel of teachers on the
basis of writing style, curves and patterns, legibility and neatness,
beautification etc.
The students of Infant Wing participated in various activities. The
students displayed their creativity in the candle-decoration, diyadecoration .The students also made rangoli. The passageways were
beautified by putting up the art work done by the students. Students were
conveyed the messages such as ‘Say no to crackers’, ‘Safe Diwali’ and
‘Celebrate pollution-free Diwali’. Students were shown the story on
smart board- ‘Diwali is in part a celebration of Prince Rama returning to
his land of Ayodhya after rescuing his wife Sita from the demon King,
Ravana.’
The song 'Diwali Aayee'• and many more Diwali dance songs brought
out the essence of the festival -celebration of life and goodness. Overall it
was a fun filled day for the Infant Wing.
‘Childhood is the most beautiful of all life’s seasons’ The students of
class I-D presented the assembly on Children’s Day. The assembly
commenced with the prayer song followed by the thought of the day and
vocabulary word. The students presented a poem which emphasized the
importance of education and rights of children all over the world. A
mesmerising dance concluded the assembly. It was a good display of the
talent of little souls and paid tribute to our first Prime Minister, Pt.

Jawaharlal Nehru.
Class assembly - Gurpurab
22nd November’18
Class: Prep A





Baby’s Night Out
17th November’ 18
Class: I and II



Paper Flower Making Activity
28th November’ 18
Class: Nur-II



Free Hand Drawing Intra Class
Competition
5th December’ 18
Class: Nur-II



Guru Nanak Jayanti assembly was presented by students of ClassPrep A with full zeal and enthusiasm on 22nd Nov 2018. The
assembly commenced with the morning prayer read out by the Vice
Principal, Ms. Ritu Malik. Thereafter orators gave informative quotes
on Guru Nanak Dev Ji followed by a thought of the day.
A group of five students narrated the “Mool MantraEkOnkarSatnaam” and a holy shabad “Jo Mangay Thakur
Apnesey” was recited. The tiny tots tapped their feet to the tune of
punjabi religious song – “Baba Majiyaan”. In the end the ritual
procession called PrabhatPheri with shabadkirtan was enchanted
around the assembly area by the students. Meaning of PrabhatPheri
was well explained to the children. Karah Prashad was served to the
students and the teachers.
Various performances brought out the preachings of Sikhism which
are enchanted and explained in Gurudwaras. The Vice Principal, Ms.
Ritu Malik appreciated and motivated the students.
The school organised a night camp for the students of Classes I and II
on 17th November' 18. Twinkling stars, clear skies, cool breeze and
classmates for company - the students had the time of their life as
they spent a night in the school. The event commenced with a
lighting of the lamp followed by the Aarti by Principal, Vice
Principal and Primary Wing Incharge. The students enjoyed being
independent and time away from home as they were kept gainfully
engaged with a variety of fun-filled games and activities. Immersive
activities saw all the cherubs participate with cheerful enthusiasm.
The Vice Principal, Ms. Ritu Malik, added warmth to the cool
evening not only by lighting the bonfire but also by her loving and
gracious presence. The highlight of the evening was the groovy, foot
tapping music played by the DJ. The students danced and swayed to
the lively beats till late evening. Puppet show and the movie show
were the major attractions for children. The scrumptious meals and
lip smacking snacks, provided at regular intervals were thoroughly
relished by the children. Next morning, after a relaxing sleep,
students enjoyed doing yoga and aerobics followed by a refreshing
breakfast. It was a memorable experience for all kids and an event to
cherish forever!
A ‘Flower Making’ activity was conducted for the students of Infant
wing. Little artists along with their class teachers worked with nimble
fingers using different types of colourful papers. The classrooms
were bathed in amazing hues of colourful flowers. Children were
thoroughly excited doing this fun activity. It inspired them to use
their imagination and creativity. Primary Wing Incharge, Ms. Simi
Anand appreciated the young artists.
“Colours are brighter, when the mind is open.”
To bring out the creativity and the artistic talent of the students, free
hand drawing Competition was conducted. Students exhibited their
skills through their creative presentation. The students had let their
imagination run wild and had created absolute magic. The main
objective of this event was to ignite the creative side of the children’s
mind and help develop their fine motor skills. For this competition,

Class assembly – Winter Fiesta
7th December’ 18
Class: II – C

Church Visit
December’ 18
Class: Nur – II







Christmas Activity
14th December’ 18
Class: Nur – II



Show and Tell – Intra class
competition
20th December’ 18
Class: Nur – II



individual sheets were provided to the children and interesting
themes like flower for nursery, Christmas theme for Prep etc were
given to the students. The enthusiasm in all the children was
contagious and everyone present, teachers and children, visibly
enjoyed the colourful mood of the day.
It was an amazing experience to see children coming out of their
nutshell so well.
”Winter is the season of Comfort, Good Food and Warmth.”
The assembly commenced with the school prayer followed by the
thought of the day and vocabulary words. Students looked colourful
and came on the stage very confidently to present a winter rhyme and
shared the valuable information on winter vegetables, fruits, festivals
etc.
Students spoke a few lines describing the winter facts with
articulation and poise. Each child danced enthusiastically on the
melodious song of Winter season.
The Vice Principal, Ms. Ritu Malik appreciated the efforts of the
students. She guided the students how to stay fit and healthy in
winters. The assembly concluded with the melodious rendition of the
National Anthem.
Delhi Public School MK/DLF City organizes excursions to provide
holistic growth to the students and stimulate learning. A visit to the
‘Church of Imaculate Conception’ was organized for the students
of Infant Wing.
Children experienced the peaceful and serene ambience where they
lit candles, read few prayers and sung Christmas Carols. Students sat
and prayed in silence in the church. Father of the Church explained
few symbols of Christianity with its meaning.
Students were excited to see the holy place and learnt about specific
aspects of Christian faith ie. Worship and Spirituality. It was a
devotional and learning experience for the students.
The Infant wing wore a festive look with bells, streamers and a
beautifully decorated Christmas tree. Several activities were
organized for the students such as decorating Christmas trees,
stockings, making Santa faces and decorating bells. Passageway of
the Infant Wing was beautified. The children were told about the
birth of Lord Jesus and the legend of Santa Claus. Animated story
was also shown on the smart board. The spirit of giving and sharing
was inculcated among the tiny tots.
SHOW AND TELL COMPETITION was organized for students
of Infant Wing to showcase the presentation skills of our juvenile
toddlers. It is one of the simplest activities that young students can
engage in, where the performer faces the rest of the class with a
particular item and proceeds to show it while telling information
about it such as what it is used for and how it works etc. The topics
were “Utility Item”, “Healthy Food” etc. In this competition students
brought different objects and used it in an innovative way to describe
it with lot of confidence, facial expression and voice modulation.
Primary Wing Incharge MS. Simi Anand was really impressed by the
way the children conducted themselves. She appreciated the excellent
efforts put in and encouraged to have more such activities that will
enhance the vocabulary and speaking skills of students.

Class assembly – Christmas
21st December’ 18
Class: Nursery



Sports Day
21st December’ 18
Class: Nur – II



Best out of waste - Republic
Day Craft
22nd January’ 19
Class: Nur –II
Class assembly - Republic Day
24th January’ 19
Class: I



Different activities were performed by the students of Infant Wing.
Students made tricolor flags, balloons, kites, flowers etc. The passageways
were beautified by putting up the art work done by the students.



Students showcased their spirit of patriotism by representing a special
assembly on the eve of 70th Republic Day. The assembly was
conducted on 24th January 2019. The Vice Principal, Ms. Ritu Malik
read the prayer to invoke the blessings from Almighty. Dhruvi Singh
of class1 B presented a thought which provoked everyone’s mind. A
group of students provided facts and figures to make everyone aware
of constitution of our country which was framed on 26th January
1950. The students were dressed up in tricolors of Indian flag and
depicted pride, honour and nationalism towards our nation.
They danced on the patriotic song “Jai Ho” depicting the glory of

The students of Class Nursery presented a spectacular assembly on
Christmas. The assembly commenced with a prayer read out by the
Vice Principal, Ms. Ritu Malik. The children were dressed up in
bright costumes and were a delight to watch. A short brief about the
importance of Christmas and interesting facts were narrated by the
students. Children enacted a nativity play of Jesus Christ. It was a
musical play and the students danced on the notes of the vibrant
Christmas carols.
The children enacted out their parts enthusiastically. The entry of
Santa Claus in the red glittering bag waving and distributing candies
took everyone by surprise and was the highlight of the event. The
assembly concluded with a refreshing celebratory dance medley –
Jingle bells!
Vice Principal and Primary Wing Incharge joined in the revelry and
danced with the tiny tots. Vice Principal appreciated the efforts of the
young pupils and wished everyone and their families “Merry
Christmas”. A wave of contentment and festivity reverberated
through the entire school.
Sports at primary level is about having fun, being physically active,
learning the basics of sport, building co-ordination and motor-skills
and give the little angels an opportunity to display their self–
confidence, patience, zeal and sportsmanship .
Though it was a weeklong schedule i.e.; from 17 December’18 till 21
December’18 during which preliminary rounds of different races
were conducted and shortlisted for the final round to be conducted on
the Sports Day. Finally a long awaited day arrived. DPS, DLF City,
MK family joined together to commence this day with epitome of
energy, colour and style. Vice Principal, Ms. Ritu Malik and Primary
Wing Incharge, Ms. Simi Anand graced the occasion with their warm
presence.
The budding sports stars (finalist) participated in their respective
races with full verve and vigor. It was a delight to see the excitement
with which children challenged themselves to attempt variety of races
such as jumping over the ladder race, zigzag race, etc. The young
achievers were awarded with the certificates by the Vice Principal
who highly appreciated each sports star and applauded the visionary
element of the school which nurture and develops their potential in
the sports field.

Story telling Intra class
competition
30th January’ 19
Class: Nur – II



Class assembly – Mathematics
Mantra
31st January’ 19
Class: II – B



Mathematics Week
28th -31st January’ 19
Class: Nur – II



India. A heart rendering dance performance by the tiny tots brought
smiles on everyone’s face. Patriot spirit was further raised by
melodious singing performance of “Vande Matram”. The Vice
Principal and Primary Wing Incharge enlightened the students about
the sacrifices and remarkable contributions of freedom fighters.
Story telling is a unique human skill shared between people and is
one of the oldest art forms. To build confidence, enhance speaking
skills and stimulate one’s imagination, a storytelling competition was
organised for the students of Infant Wing. The young, enthusiastic
storytellers armed with their props came forth with wonderful tales.
The stories were adjudged on the basis of confidence, diction and
presentation skills of the children.
The aim of the assembly was to make the students familiarize about
the facts and importance of mathematics in our daily lives. The
assembly began with a prayer followed by the thought for the day. A
group of students showed their creativity and expressed themselves
as the mathematics basic shapes and symbols. They showed the cutouts of shapes and symbols and provided very useful information in a
unique way. A group of students recited the poem stating the
different areas where Maths is used.
The Vice Principal, Ms Ritu Malik appreciated the efforts of the
students. She encouraged the students to inculcate Maths as a skill.
The assembly concluded with the national anthem.
Mathematics week was celebrated with great enthusiasm. In order to
create interest among the students towards the subject,
different activities were under taken in school. All the classes of
Infant Wing performed interesting activities such as number line
activity, mathematical shapes, Concept of short and tall, heavy and
light were taken up. The Primary Wing Incharge, Ms. Simi Anand
appreciated the efforts of the participants and encouraged them to
take part in all sort of activities.

